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Quality Communication in Marriage 

James 3:7-12 

Scripture Reading 

James 3:7-12 

7 For every kind of beast and bird, of reptile and sea creature, can be tamed and 

has been tamed by mankind, 8 but no human being can tame the tongue. It is a 

restless evil, full of deadly poison. 9 With it we bless our Lord and Father, and 

with it we curse people who are made in the likeness of God. 10 From the same 

mouth come blessing and cursing. My brothers, these things ought not to be so. 

11 Does a spring pour forth from the same opening both fresh and salt water? 12 

Can a fig tree, my brothers, bear olives, or a grapevine produce figs? Neither can 

a salt pond yield fresh water. 

Introduction: “In an era of increasingly fragile marriages, a couple’s ability to 

communicate is the single most important contributor to a stable and satisfying 

marriage.” – Gallup Poll Report 

Purpose: Every Christ follower who is married must learn how to respectfully 

communicate with their spouse in a humble, loving and reconciling way.  

Transition: Let’s get right to the heart of our message today. We all know 

communication is important and that most of us need to work on improving in the ways 

we communicate to our spouses.  

Work at understanding the differences between men and women- Galatians 3:28; I 

Peter 3:7 

The Tale of Two Brains Video – Mark Gungor 5:10 minutes 

• Men are more outward looking – According to Focus on the Family 

o Want to explore 

o Deliver the goods – confident he has what it takes to get things done.  

o Takes chances, opportunistic 

o Needs to know what is next 

o Active and aggressive 

• Women are more inward looking 

o Values intimacy above action 

o Seeks security 

o Loves to nurture 

o Uses lots of words 

▪ According to the British Broadcasting Company and Scientific 

American websites, women use 20,000 about words a day and 

men about 7,000 

o At the deepest levels of her core, a woman wants to be led and cared for.  
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• Both genders are equal but different in God’s eyes  

 Galatians 3:28 

There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is no male 

and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus 

I Corinthians 11:3 

3 But I want you to understand that the head of every man is Christ, the head of a 

wife is her husband, and the head of Christ is God 

Application: Celebrate the differences in gender as a way to enrich your relationship  

Transition: That first point is so important. We need to constantly remind ourselves of 

the differences between a man and woman in our marriage. We often go by default in 

treating our spouse like we think and are and that is just wrong. Second, to become a 

good communicator, after considering your audience, we need to speak in a way that 

can be understood.  

Speak to be understood  

 Ephesians 4:25; 28 

Therefore, having put away falsehood, let each one of you speak the truth with 

his neighbor, for we are members one of another 

Let no corrupting talk come out of your mouths, but only such as is good for 

building up, as fits the occasion, that it may give grace to those who hear 

 Matthew 5:37 

All you need to say is simply ‘Yes’ or ‘No’; anything beyond this comes from the 

evil one. - NIV 

• Share your personal thoughts and feelings 

We are talking here about your conversations with your spouse 

o Don’t play mind games 

o Don’t beat around the bush 

o Speak the truth in love 

o Speak from your heart 

o Use “I” statements and share from your perspective 

▪ Don’t speak to the listeners view or motives. This is especially hard 

to do when a conversation begins to escalate into a tense and 

angry conversation.  

▪ Stay away from personal attacks in a disagreement. Remember, 

your spouse has a right to his or her opinion even if you think it is 
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outrageous and crazy. You must show respect and treat people 

with dignity.  

▪ There are no stupid people who are made in God’s image but 

people behave and do stupid things. Make sure you make that 

distinction 

o Determine what you want to say 

▪ What are my assumptions? 

▪ What are my values and beliefs? 

▪ What are my desires, dreams, needs? 

▪ What should I not say? 

o Determine how you will say something 

▪ With excitement? 

▪ With sadness? 

▪ With conviction? 

▪ With disappointment? 

▪ With encouragement? 

o Determine when you should say it so your communication will be most 

effective and well received. Timing is everything 

▪ During or after a meal 

▪ During a time, you are doing something together 

▪ While driving 

▪ Determine when not to discuss things that could bring tension and 

disagreement 

• In front of your children 

• While one spouse is on a screen or distracted 

• At bedtime is usually not a good time to discuss weighty 

things.  

Proverbs 17:27 

The one who has knowledge uses words with restraint, and whoever has 

understanding is even-tempered - NIV 

• Share in smaller segments rather than a long monologue 

o In conversation, it is better to give short thoughts and pause to give the 

listener time to reflect and respond 

o If you truly want your spouse to hear what you are saying then, pause and 

let them paraphrase what you said and respond.  

▪ Long monologues may be more about wanting to be heard, but not 

seeking a response. Some people just like to hear their own voice!! 

Beware of that. That is self – centered communication.  

o Remember that you should have plenty more time and opportunity to 

speak on the particular matter you are talking about.  

• Share the floor by giving time for the other person to respond – Tennis Ball 
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o Allow your spouse to paraphrase what you said in their own words so you 

can see if they understood what you said.  

o If the paraphrase was not quite accurate, you should politely restate what 

was not heard in the way it was intended to be heard. Your goal is to help 

the listener, spouse in this case, hear and understand your point of view 

▪ That doesn’t mean they necessarily agree with your point of view 

so don’t get upset if after they paraphrase what you said that they 

don’t necessarily agree with you 

▪ The art of discussion, negotiation and compromise must be in play 

hear. Sometimes things need to be talked out, the pros and cons 

need to be weighed, to come to a good conclusion for a decision or 

the end of the discussion.  

o Make sure you sure all that you want to share. Patrick Lencioni – the last 

10 % 

o Don’t forget as well that body language and tone of voice can change the 

way the listener interprets what is being said. So vital to our 

communication.  

o Great resource is A Lasting Promise – Scott Stanley, Daniel Trathen, 

Savanna McCain, and Milt Bryan 

Application: We all need to be clear and truthful with what we say and how we say it 

Transition: Let’s switch roles now and speak about being a good listener 

Listen to understand  

James 1:19 

Know this, my beloved brothers: let every person be quick to hear, slow to speak, 

slow to anger 

Proverbs 1:5 

Let the wise hear and increase in learning, and the one who understands obtain 

guidance 

• Focus on what the person is saying 

o Another way of saying this is listen to learn 

o For many, the tendency in a conversation is to be thinking in your mind 

how you are going to respond as the person is speaking 

o The listener needs to take in what is being said and be ready to explain 

back or respond to what is said by carefully thinking about it.  

o Act on what is said and don’t react 

• Repeat what you heard in your own words 

o Paraphrasing in your own words what was said let’s the speaker know two 

things. One that they were heard, and two, the point that the speaker was 

trying to get across had accomplished the goal.  
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• Ask clarifying questions to better understand what the person said 

o For clarification purposes, as we said in the last point, ask “Is that what 

you meant when you said this?” 

o When you said this, did you mean this? 

o What did you mean by saying _________________? 

o Avoid rebutting the speaker and their words. Remember your task is to 

understand 

▪ During some of the conversations with your spouse, you should not 

offer your thoughts or opinions. This is the hardest thing not to do.  

• No gestures, no making a face 

• Your job, at first in the conversation is to listen and 

understand what is being said.  

o Men, you need to ask your wives if what they are going to share is 

for you to merely listen and be a sounding board or if your spouse 

wants you to solve a problem!! This avoids a lot of arguments and false 

understanding as to why the wife is sharing what she is sharing.  

o Remember, if a person gets angry for unrighteous reasons and the 

conversation escalates to a disagreement, then an argument and then an 

all-out verbal fight, your job as listener and speaker is to deescalate the 

anger and the conflict in order to handle it in a Christ like way.  

Illustration: Years ago, a large statue of Christ was erected high in the Andes on 

the border between Argentina and Chile. Called "Christ of the Andes," the statue 

symbolizes a pledge between the two countries that as long as the statue stands, 

there will be peace between Chile and Argentina. Shortly after the statue was 

erected, the Chileans began to protest that they had been slighted -- the statue 

had its back turned to Chile. Just when tempers were at their highest in Chile, a 

Chilean newspaperman saved the day. In an editorial that not only satisfied the 

people but made them laugh, he simply said, "The people of Argentina need more 

watching over than the Chileans.  - Bits & Pieces, June 25, 1992. 

Ephesians 4:26 – 27 

26 Be angry and do not sin; do not let the sun go down on your anger, 27 and 

give no opportunity to the devil 

Application: Continue to work on and improve on the art of listening with your spouse 

Transition: Our last point, if practiced well, can be a tool to teach our children and point 

others to ways to reconcile when conflicts occur.  

Learn how to resolve conflicts – Ephesians 4:26 – 27; 32; James 4:1 – 3; 2 Timothy 

2:22 – 24; Matthew 18:34 – 35 

James 4:1 – 3 
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What causes quarrels and what causes fights among you? Is it not this, that your 

passions are at war within you? 2 You desire and do not have, so you murder. 

You covet and cannot obtain, so you fight and quarrel. You do not have, because 

you do not ask. 3 You ask and do not receive, because you ask wrongly, to spend 

it on your passions 

• Admit that there is a disagreement in a respectful way 

o The first thing to do to have a healthy conflict and to fight fair if it turns into 

a verbal fight is to have both spouses to admit that there is a problem 

here.  

o You cannot solve a problem, until you admit that there is a problem.  

o Sometimes one spouse will identify the problem and the other spouse may 

say that there isn’t a problem. When there is a strong disagreement 

between the spouses and there is no compromise initially on the part of 

either spouse, you have a problem.  

o This is where conflict and problem solving need to come to before things 

can get better.  

Illustration: Two men who lived in a small village got into a terrible dispute that 

they could not resolve. So, they decided to talk to the town sage. The first man 

went to the sage's home and told his version of what happened. When he 

finished, the sage said, "You're absolutely right." The next night, the second man 

called on the sage and told his side of the story. The sage responded, "You're 

absolutely right." Afterward, the sage's wife scolded her husband. "Those men 

told you two different stories and you told them they were absolutely right. That's 

impossible -- they can't both be absolutely right." The sage turned to his wife and 

said, "You're absolutely right." - David Moore in Vital Speeches of the Day 

o That is NOT the way to deal with a conflict.  

• Ask one another; what needs to happen next to resolve the conflict 

o This is where you need to discuss early in your marriage or at some point, 

how do you want to handle conflict.  

o One spouse may want to talk it out immediately and solve the problem 

right then and there and the other spouse may want to retreat, take some 

time to pray and think about it and then come back and discuss a solution 

again. This is common in a marriage relationship. 

o The spouse who wants to solve the conflict then and there, must be 

patient and honor the other spouses’ request to take some time and to 

have some space.  

o This allows the emotions to dissipate and for cooler heads and thoughts to 

prevail. No decision or conflict should be made out of anger.  

2 Timothy 2:22 – 24 
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22 So flee youthful passions and pursue righteousness, faith, love, and peace, 

along with those who call on the Lord from a pure heart. 23 Have nothing to do 

with foolish, ignorant controversies; you know that they breed quarrels. 24 And 

the Lord's servant must not be quarrelsome but kind to everyone, able to teach, 

patiently enduring evil 

• Accept responsibility for your part in the conflict 

o After calming down and reconsidering what was said in the conflict and 

evaluating the issue, it is wise for both spouses to own up to their part in 

the conflict.  

o Questions each spouse should ask themselves 

▪ Why did I get so emotional and / or angry? 

▪ What did I say that I should not have said? 

▪ What part of the conflict do I need to own? 

o Then, come back together as spouses and take turns accepting 

responsibility and verbalizing what part of the conflict you brought to the 

table and contributed to the conflict.  

• Ask for forgiveness for your part in the conflict without conditions 

o The hardest words to say for spouses many times are these.  

o I was wrong about _______________, will you forgive me? 

o This begins the process of granting and receiving forgiveness and 

resolving the conflict.  

Matthew 18:34 – 35 

34 And in anger his master delivered him to the jailers, until he should pay all his 

debt. 35 So also my heavenly Father will do to every one of you, if you do not 

forgive your brother from your heart.” 

Ephesians 4:32 

32 Be kind to one another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, as God in Christ 

forgave you 

o Just a few reminders about forgiveness 

o Forgiveness is not a feeling or an emotion, it is a command 

o Feelings will follow over time if you grant or receive forgiveness 

o Forgiveness does not remove consequences to an action 

unless the person forgiving shows mercy on the person and 

doesn’t ask for compensation 

o You must learn to forgive yourself as well as the person you 

offended after granting them forgiveness or after you have 

received forgiveness from an offending spouse 

o You may have to go to the Lord in prayer over and over for a 

while asking the Lord to help you forgive your spouse who hurt 

you. Pray for that spouse and don’t keep records of wrongs to 
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bring back up at a more “strategic” time. God chooses to forget 

our sins after we come to Him, confessing our sin and repenting 

of our sin. We should not hold things against our spouse if they 

have confessed, taken responsibility for their actions and asked 

for forgiveness 

2 Corinthians 5:18 

All this is from God, who through Christ reconciled us to himself and gave us the 

ministry of reconciliation 

Illustration: There is a difference between reconciliation and forgiveness. In the 

cross, Jesus provided for the forgiveness of everyone. But not everyone will be 

reconciled with Him–because they won’t seek to be reconciled with Him. Dietrich 

Bonhoeffer forgave his Nazi guards, but he was never reconciled with them. The 

same is true for you. You can forgive anyone who hurts you, even if they don’t 

seek your reconciliation. 

Quote: "The time for reconciliation, just as the time for salvation, is always now. 

Tomorrow is often too late. We are not to allow bitterness, anger, hatred, or any 

other sin to keep us separated from other people, whoever they are." - John 

MacArthur, Matthew 1-7 , MacArthur NT Commentary 

Application: Always have in your heart the attitude of reconciliation  

Key Thought: As marriages that reflect Christ, we need to be good at 

communicating and reconciling our conflicts before a watching world.  

Questions to Ponder this Week 

1. How could you become more aware and sensitive to your spouse’s gender 

differences? 

2. How can you become a clearer communicator with your spouse? 

3. What are some things you could do this week to improve your listening 

skills? 

“In an era of increasingly fragile marriages, a couple’s ability to communicate is 

the single most important contributor to a stable and satisfying marriage.” – 

Gallup Poll Report 

 


